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Centuries ago, one of the ancient generals–Hannibal–used a large number of elephants 

while invading Italy. Imagine the great consternation of the small Italian (Roman) soldier when 

faced by such a large lumbering creature carrying three or four fully armed soldiers in a small 

tower-like enclosure on its back! The elephant’s heavy leathery skin formed a natural armor, 

while its powerful swaying trunk in addition to its long sharp tusks provided a strong 

combination of offensive weapons. Prior to the battle these animals were frequently given wine 

to incite them to greater ferocity. As early as 54 B.C. Ceasar brought the first elephant to Great 

Britain, and history records that “it terrified the inhabitants greatly.” 

 Mark Twain once said, “What handicaps people most is that they know so many things 

that aren’t so.” Perhaps, it might be well to clarify a few strange ideas regarding our largest land 

animal. Some believe that these creatures live to be hundreds of years old, but actually their life 

span very closely resembles that of man today (50-70 years). An ancient tale relates how a 

spectator infuriated an elephant by feeding it tobacco, resulting in the elephant’s attacking the 

onlooker and killing him. Today, however, men trainers and keepers feed their animals 

(elephants) tobacco and find it harmless, in fact, the creatures enjoy a chew as a past-time. 

Another false idea in the past was the explanation for the peculiar trait of kicking dirt over their 

backs–this was considered to be a nervous reaction. Actually they do it to drive away insect pests 

and to protect their bodies from sunburn to which they are quite sensitive. In India precautions 

are taken to prevent sunburn by carefully avoiding the intense heat of the day when using them 

for working the fields. In nature the elephants seek the semi-shaded areas. 

 Perhaps, most of you are aware of the face that there are two prominent species of 

elephants–those that are native to India (Elephas indicus) and those that inhabit Africa (Elephas 

africanus). You will agree that these scientific names are simple to associate and easy to 

remember. But how can we distinguish the two species? The African type is considerably larger 

and more ferocious. Its back slopes down from the shoulders to the hips, while the India species 

has a rounding back. Only the males of the India species produce tusks while both sexes do in 

the African variety. Of the two, the elephant of India is decidedly more intelligent and docile, 

and, consequently, is the one commonly used as a beast of burden in the Orient. Other 

differences may be mentioned to distinguish them: the African species not only has larger ears 

but possess a longer trunk which has a tendency to drag even when curled. It is also the stronger 

of the two and has the tougher skin or hide. 

 When one considers its size and weight one readily understands why it has been 

designated as the largest of land animals. Visualize the creature weighing from 4,000 to 10,000 

pounds. (Picture a horse weighing 1,800 or 2,000 pounds in comparison). Their average height is 

nine to twelve feet to the top of the shoulders. Single tusks frequently weigh 200 pounds, while 



an individual molar (tooth) weights asn much as 8 pounds and sometimes has a root a foot long. 

The enormous bulky legs are almost straight and the short toes possess hoof-like nails. 

 The most outstanding and fascinating feature is the large flexible trunk which is used to 

lift and move heavy loads. It contains two tubular canals for breathing. At the extremity of the 

trunk is a very sensitive tissue important for feeling. One species has two finger-like projections 

at the end of its trunk for picking up small articles. Very often large quantities of water are drawn 

up by the trunk from some pond or stream and sprayed upon the body to cool it. Interesting 

indeed is the fact that if no water is available for this purpose they insert the end of their 

proboscis in their throat and after drawing liquid from their digestive system, they spray it upon 

their body to prevent sunburn. The trunk is essential in gathering food and drink and bringing it 

to the mouth. With the trunk the elephant makes a trumpeting noise which signifies fright or 

anger. 

 In Burma the so-called “while elephant” is not an unwanted piece of merchandise but a 

sacred animal worshipped as a god. In actuality, it isn’t while, but a greyish-cream color. In that 

country where the number of roofs over one’s house indicates social standing the king has six 

roofs, while the temple of the white elephant has seven, hence, the kings rules with the 

“approval” of the white elephant. Special food and many delicacies are provided and several 

attendants wait upon this animal-god. 

 Elephants are considered to be one of the most intelligent animals created. Although their 

brain is proportionately small, they exhibit many remarkable feats and tricks and are very clever 

in performances. 
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